
Lesson Goal:

For you to further your understanding and experience --

o the difference between living under the law and living under the gospel
o yet, how prone we are to live under law (in subtle as well as obvious ways), and how that

overflows in an unloving approach toward others
o but how Christ has set us tree trom bondage to the law; and, through the gospel,

empowers us to grow in fulfilling the law's intention

i1.1. Listen to or watch the Lesson 4 talk.

Use the following transcript of the talk while you listen or watch.

The Law and the Gospel
Dave Desforge

Differences Between the Law and the Gospel
and How Grace Brings Them Together

I. THE PROBLEM IS WITH US!

2 The topic tonight is the Law and the Gospel. As I've been considering this topic I've

3 thought honestly that oftentimes our problem with the law is that there is honestly a problem with

4 the law. And there are some pretty crazy laws out there. I have a book that outlines some of them

5 and it's kind of amusing to me. These are true laws. In International Falls, Minnesota, they

6 actually forbid cats to chase dogs up telephone poles. That's true. It's on the books to this day. In

7 Memphis, Tennessee, it is actually still on the books that it's against the law for a woman to

8 drive a car unless a man is walking or running in tront of it waving a red flag to warn

9 approaching motorists and pedestrians. In Lebanon, Tennessee, it is the law that a husband

10 cannot kick a wife out of bed even ifher feet are cold, but a wife can kick a husband out of bed

II any time for any reason whatsoever. And I'm sure every husband already knows that anyway. But

12 as we look at God's law, the truth is that our problem isn't because there's a problem with the
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47 righteous in our own eyes, to make ourselves right in the eyes of other people and in the eyes of

48 God. So what I'm talking about when I'm talking about legalism is that instinct we have to use

49 the law, to use rules to prove our own goodness.

50 Now I daresay that is instinctive. I was in Atrica with some missionaries recently. We

51 were in Senegal, Atrica and some triends of mine and I, along with World Harvest, part of the

52 kind of thing we're doing tonight. And one of our introductions to that culture which none of us

53 had ever experienced before was the way they eat. And we sat down for our first meal and they

54 put a large bowl out in the middle of the room and that bowl was filled with rice and all kinds of

55 other goodies I couldn't identify, with some large pieces offish and meat in the middle of that

56 bowl. And then we were each given forks and you sit around the bowl and you each have at it.

57 And they call it the common bowl. And none of us being familiar with that of course found it

58 strange trom the start and were a little uncomfortable. But what was really interesting was the

59 instinctive reaction that we all had. And what do you think that was? I mean, instinctively, what

60 do you think the first thing was that we wanted to know? And what that was, was everybody

61 wanted to know the rules. We wanted to know what the rules were and we were anxious about

62 the fact that maybe we were going to have to do this and be introduced to this culture without

63 knowing what the rules were. We wanted to know how you use your fork. We wanted to know if

64 everybody had their own certain quadrant of that bowl that you stay in. How do you separate that

65 meat and fish in the middle with each other when you've already had your fork in your mouth? Is

66 it OK to steal something trom someone else's other part of the bowl? (Which somebody did that

67 night. .. became a forgiveness issue for me.) But all these questions were coming in our minds

68 and what was there is, our hearts immediately wanted to know the rules so we could prove our

69 Senegalese goodness, that we could prove our missionary righteousness, that we could know that

70 by keeping the rules we were OK, that we were good people .. .it's instinctive for us.

71 Now the fact of the matter is I pursue this kind of self-generated righteousness in every

72 area of my life. And I daresay you do too. I pursue husband righteousness, parenting

73 righteousness, speaker righteousness, my concern even for doing this tonight. I pursue driving

74 righteousness, I mean just about every area of my life I want to know the rules so I can prove my

75 goodness and that's what I'm talking about when I talk about legalism. Now probably the

76 weirdest thing was last fall when I was in another Sonship conference like this, I found out I even

77 have bathroom righteousness. I was getting ready to speak on this very topic and it was sometime

78 before that and I went out into the hall and wanted to use- needed to use, the bathroom before

79 the time came. And on the way there they had this table with snacks and different kinds of

80 drinks. And there was some apple juice there and I grabbed some apple juice as I ran off to the

81 bathroom. And I got in there and there was a stall tree. That was the only part, it was pretty
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I] 6 other people, doesn't it? And so you will see that the need for having credit and getting credit in
] 17 your life to prove your goodness.

] 18 B. Telltale sign #2- Defensiveness

119 But another thing is there will be a sign, a telltale sign of defensiveness. One of the laws

120 that the Bible gives is the Scripture says, "Study to show yourself approved," and that's

121 something that's important to me too. 1have had a Bible for many many years. This Bible is a

122 Bible that 1 love, it is well worn and I've gotten a lot of Bible righteousness through this Bible.

123 Because you know how we think, right? You know how much a man studies his Bible by how

124 well-worn it is, how written it is, how much writing is in there, and how much underlining and

125 marking is in there. And a good Christian studies his Bible and a real studier of the Bible is going

126 to have an old tattered-looking Bible, aren't they? So 1 love this Bible. So hard to get rid of, but

127 I've been growing and learning that you don't need Bible righteousness by the way your Bible

128 looks. And so someone came up to me, someone here tonight and said, "I want to fix your Bible

129 for you, I'm going to redo it, and re-cover it, and rebind it," and which she's done and 1

130 appreciate it. But when she said this, 1 felt that real holy thing of "I don't need Bible

131 righteousness." OK. I'll just get rid of this Bible. I'll get a new Bible and 1 even told her very

132 nobly (at that time anyway), "It's fine. 1don't need it." And 1went out and 1 bought a new Bible.

133 It was no more than a week later with this new Bible that 1 sat down to dinner with one of our

134 leaders (it was a dinner after church) and we were sitting down and 1got there late after

135 preaching and sat down to my meal and 1took this Bible and put it up on the table. Started eating

136 and this leader turns to me and starts looking at my Bible and flipping through it and all of a

137 sudden he says "You know, there's not much writing in this Bible." He says, "You know, my

138 dad, he really studied his Bible. His Bible was full of notes and markings and it was well-worn

139 and tattered. 1 respect my dad." And 1 found myself saying immediately, "Well, you should have

]40 seen myoId Bible." And 1was thinking in my mind (I didn't have the guts to say this), "I'm sure

14] it had more than your dad. It's probably Greek and Hebrew stuff in my Bible." That need for

142 Bible righteousness and defensiveness immediately to prove my goodness.

143 C. Telltale sign #3- Comparing yourself with others

144 But 1think another telltale sign is a fixation with comparison. 1was with a friend of mine

145 once and we were talking about some discipling things. He was inviting me to speak into his life

146 a little bit and to help him see some things that were going on. One of the things 1shared with

147 him was 1 said, "You know, brother, 1 think one of the things God might want to work with you

148 on, one place that you could probably grow, is that you're really critical. 1 think God would really
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Christianity is supposed to be. And it's supposed to be something incredibly different between

Christianity and moralistic religions, such as Islam or Mormonism or something else like that.

That when I do this, I'm basically reducing Christianity to a self-improvement program. And so, I

think there is a desperate need in my life to remember how passionately Paul attacked that kind

of unlawful law keeping. How he just zeroed in on it in places like Romans 3:20-21 when he

says, "Therefore no one will be declared righteous ... by observing the law ... But now a

righteousness from God, apart from the law, has been made known ... " Romans 3:20-2\ And

that's the gospel. And in Galatians 2:2 I when Paul says, "I do not set aside the grace of God,

for if righteousness could be gained through the law, Christ died for nothing!" Galatians 2:21

And so what I would be inviting us all to tonight is a repentance. You know that there is a

repentance issue here and I don't just mean like this one-time experience of repentance that I

need. But what I'm saying by all the examples I'm giving you ... They're current examples in my

life and therefore, there'~n on-going, daily, constant need of repentance in my lif~in this area.
And when I say repentance, what I mean is that I need to understand and question not only am I

keeping God's law but I need to question:~m I keeping God's law? Why am I trying to

keep God's law? I mean, what am I trying to do with that? Am I trying to create a righteousness

that's self-generated? Am I trying to prove my goodness by the law? Am I trying to secure what

only the Gospel can give me, and thereby confusing the two and losing both of them? Older k 1)1)(

theologians used to talk about two kinds of repentance (I mean the theologians from hundreds of J\ Q S"

years ago). They used to talk about the need to repent of your unrighteousness but also your need t~l\~

to repent of your righteousness. And Tim Keller, a pastor up in New York [Redeemer ~\~

Presbyterian Church], puts it this way: he says, "We need to not only repent of what makes us

bad. But we need to repent of anything we look to in dependency to make us good other than

God." And that includes a dependency upon the law, a looking to the law in the wrong way. He

also says that we've got to understand that when we are doing this we are falling into a moralism

instead of the power of what Christianity is.

And so, what I would call you to and call myself to, is not only a repentance then, but also

a faith to believe the gospel. To believe that in the gospel we have everything that we need and

that, as I fall into this kind of practical legalism, this mistaken expectation that capsizes the law,

then when I do that I'm basically asking the law to be my Jesus. I'm saying, "Law- rescue me.

Save me from my sin. Make me non-condemnable. Make me worthy. Make me somebody. Make

me good. Make me lovable. Make me non-condemnable," which is something only the gospel

can do. I'm turning the law into my Jesus. And yet, it's the gospel that says, for example in

Romans I0:4, where Paul says "Christ is the end of the law so that righteousness may be for

everyone who believes." Romans 10:4 And what the gospel says is that I don't need to get
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25] together and one of the reasons is that it comes with this complicated set of directions (like

252 everything you can possibly buy, right?). And, here's the thing, I had those directions. The

253 directions told me what the goal's supposed to look like, how you're supposed to do it, and how

254 you're supposed to go about doing it. It gave me directions. But there was no power. I sat there

255 looking at the directions for months and months and months and the basketball goal never went

256 up. And that's because there's no power in the directions to get it there. That takes me. That takes

257 my energy and my prowess with tools (which is really a lack thereof) to get us there. And it's the

258 same thing with the Christian life. ~ law gives you a set of directions. It describes what

259 righteousness looks like as it bears its fTuit. It describes the character of God. It describes the

260 character that God is bringing us up to. But it doesn't have the power to get us there. It's like the
261 directions.

262 Another example is my wife and daughter are at a horse rally in South Carolina tonight

263 and they didn't really know the directions to get to the house where they were going to be

264 staying. So they had to call for directions and make a little map of it. Of course, once they had the

265 map they didn't confuse the map with the destination. The map describes the destination and how

266 to get there, but it really took getting in the car, and the car being the vehicle (or actually in this

267 case our Ford pick-up truck and a horse trailer behind it) in order to get them there. There's a

268 difference between the map and the power, the vehicle, that gets you to that destination. ~

269 law is like the map. But we can't confuse it with the vehicle that gets us to that destination or we

270 end up losing what both are really all about. Again, old theologians had this down and several of

271 them write about the law being like a mirror. The law is like a mirror. It shows you yo~r dirty

272 face but it has no power to clean your face. That takes something else. That takes soap or a wash

273 cloth in order to do that. Some more modem teachers use the example of an X-ray and they say

274 the law is like an X-ray. It'll show you problems that are within, it'll show you broken bones. My

275 wife hurt her back and just found out today from one of our friends, took some X-rays, and found

276 out that she's fractured one of the bones in her back and that's why she's having all the pain. But

277 the fact that they did the X-ray didn't make her better. It takes something else to heal. It takes

278 something else, some other power, to make her better (which is going to be a lot of work and a

279 lot of other things). But it's the same way with the law. The law is an X-ray that can show you

280 the brokenness, that can show you the places where we need to grow, but it's not going to have-
281 the power to heal you or get you there. So. that's the first problem is we misunderstand the role.

282 in why we want to use the law as power to change
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316 about what needed to happen. I was at an amusement place one time with my girls when they

317 were little and I was captivated by this one particular old-fashioned amusement. And what it was

318 is, you pick up this mallet, and in front of you is a whole board, a large board with holes in it.

319 And as you stand there, a little gopher pops up out of the hole and the idea is that you are

320 supposed to grab this mallet and hit the gopher before it goes back down again and if you do you

321 get a point or something like that. You get enough points and you get a prize, right? Probably a

322 crayon or something (you know how it works ... a thousand points and you get this little trinket).

323 So we're there pounding away on this thing, especially when I look so goofy standing there.

324 Because what happens is you go to pound one gopher and then what happens? Another gopher

325 pops up. And pretty soon there's gophers popping up all over the place and I'm standing there

326 like a madman trying to pound these gophers away. And I remember thinking, even as I was

327 doing it, you know this is a good illustration of my life, my Christian life. As I go about this sin

328 management attempt of change in my own power it's like I try to pop down one gopher, one flesh

329 gopher with the mallet of the law and what happens? There's another one popping up and they're

330 popping up all over the place. And what I need to recognize is that it's out of my control. My

331 flesh is enough ofa problem that I can't give myself to sin management without there being some

332 sort of insanity to it. So there's problems with that. But I not only (and I think as I deal with other

333 people, its the same for them), I not only give the law a power that it doesn't have, but in that

334 process I deny the law the power that it really does have. Those two things go together, and what

335 do I mean by that? What I mean is that the law was meant to have a power to drive us to Jesus

336 Christ. The law was meant to have a power to cause us to have a dependency upon the Holy

337 Spirit for change. And when I d{this law-keeping-equals-transformation thi~ I'm denying it
338 the very power that it really was meant to have. And what I mean by that is that I end up

339 trivializing the law by reducing it to a spiritual make over. That's one way that I do that. I reduce

340 it to basically some sort of talk show spiritual make over and I settle for a superficiality, an

341 externalism that was never meant to be. And what I'm talking about is when Jesus talked about

342 how we settle for being whitewashed tombs. Or when Jesus talks about cleaning the outside of

343 the cup and being satisfied with that instead of being concerned with the inside of the cup which

344 only the Holy Spirit can touch. When I went to that conference last fall, the Sonship conference

345 last fall, my wife, very nicely as she often does, very thoughtfully, presented me with a gift as I

346 was about to go. And I opened the gift and it was one of those moments of, "I'm really glad that

347 you are so thoughtful and yet I'm not really sure I want this thing," you know? And I opened it

348 up, it was a pair of new pajamas. And the reason I was uncomfortable with that I said," Peggy, I

349 don't know if I want to wear these because I'm going to be rooming with a guy for this week.

350 And you know I think the cool thing, the macho thing ("I don't want to look like a sissy" is what
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386 someone tells that there's no joy in my preaching, when they can really see it than that there's no

387 joy in my preaching. If you can't tell it's not so bad, right? Doesn't it bother us more that we can

388 no longer hide that we drink too much or eat too much than that we drink or eat too much? I'm

389 often more bothered that people can tell that 1 don't remember their name than that 1didn't

390 remember their name. It really bothers me when Peggy can see that I'm not listening than that

391 I'm not listening. How about for you? Doesn't it really bother you more when someone knows

392 because they can see you don't care than that you actually don't care? How about when you can't

393 find that hymn in the hymnal or don't know the words to it or when you can't find that Bible

394 verse or you don't know that Bible verse or when you can't find that book in the Bible. 1mean,

395 doesn't it bother you a lot more that everybody can tell than that you really can't find it? Doesn't

396 it bother you more (it does for me) that Peggy catches me being lazy, than that I'm actually lazy?

397 1mean, what I'll find myself doing is, I'll be watching an action movie just wasting away,

398 enjoying it, but I'll have that remote real handy and real close so 1can switch over to

399 MacNeillLehrer [a news program] or something like that ifshe comes in, you know, because

400 that's not as lazy as watching an action movie. More concerned about what she sees t}1anabout

401 the fact that maybe 1really am being lazy. Would it bother you more that you sleep during this

402 message or that you're not paying attention, or that 1notice you doing that? The truth is that we

403 are caught up much more into "seem" ... "to seem and not to be," and thereby we trivialize the

404 law in externalism. But it's not only that we do that by reducing the law to a spiritual make over

405 and Christianity to a spiritual make over, but also that we trivialize it as well by reducing God's

406 perfect law to a human achievable do-able standard, to a do-able human standard. And you know,

407 it strikes me that 1am wise enough not to do that in a lot of other areas of life. 1 think I'm wise

408 enough to know that as good as 1might have played softball at times (and it wasn't all that good)

409 or as good as 1might play golf or something like that, or you, whatever you're good at ... I'm

410 wise enough that 1would not stand up beside Mark McGuire and that record incredible year that

411 he had, or Babe Ruth or somebody like that and say, "I can do that. 1can do that." Or Tiger

412 Woods or somebody and say, "I can do that." And yet, we have the audacity to stand before the

413 law and say, "I can do that. 1can do that." And yet, Psalm 19 reminds us that "The law ofthe

414 Lord is perfect, reviving the soul." Psalm 19:7 The law of the Lord is perfect reviving the soul.

415 We were in the kitchen one time not long ago (this was sometime this past year), and

416 Peggy was over at the sink and she suddenly looked up and she said, "Dave, your glass is in the

417 sink. You didn't put it in the dishwasher." And behind all that, you have to understand we have

418 this understanding, this is a Peggy law: you put the glasses in the dishwasher. You don't wait

419 for her, she's not the maid, to do that, and she's right. We both know that. You put the glass in

420 the dishwasher. This is an unspoken rule now that we all know. And so behind that was also, you
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455 heavenly Father. And when you do that, it's idol worship. And that's what I do all the time. We

456 were going on a cruise for our twentieth wedding anniversary .and we went to the banker to get

457 some travelers' checks and as we were leaving she had found out what I do for a living, I'm a

458 Pastor and all, and as we were leaving, "Well, have a great cruise!" And then she said, right after

459 that, she looked at us and she said, "But I know you will because you live right." I know you will

460 because you live right. And what she was saying is our hope is in our law-keeping, our rule-

461 keeping and that when you keep the rules, life will go well for you, life will go better for you.

462 And it becomes our subtle hope, and that is my subtle hope spiritually in a lot of ways, not just

463 for a good cruise, but for my life to be less painful, for my life to go easier and better ifl'm being

464 good. And I think that by being good and that everything's going to be all right. And when I do

465 that, I'm misplacing my hope. Instead of having my hope in my heavenly Father, my hope is in

466 the law and thereby I confuse the two and I make an idol out of the law. It's like I'm looking to

467 the law instead of my Father and I'm saying "Father me." Be the one that protects me. Be the

468 one that provides for me. Be the one that's my authority in my life. And the law was never meant

469 to be that. That's what only the gospel, that's what only my heavenly Father can be. And, as I do

470 that, when I look to the law and place my hope in the law, I become a slave to the law. I

471 remember singing one time before giving this talk, we were singing that hymn, "My hope is built

472 on nothing less than Jesus and His righteousness, on Christ the solid rock I stand, all other

473 ground is sinking sand." And as I was singing that it became a confession for me. I began singing

474 in my heart my hope is built on something less than Jesus and His righteousness. It often is. And

475 one way I do that is to hope in the law instead. On the law, on my performance, on my solid

476 performance I stand, all other ground is sinking sand. No, that's not what it's meant to be, is it?

477 But I often live like that's what it is instead of on Christ alone I stand. And so whatever I put my

478 hope in and as I misplace my hope, I'm going to become a slave to that. It's going to put me in

479 bondage. It's going to keep me under its authority and under its control and thereby deny what

480 the gospel says. The gospel says, Romans 6: 14, that I am " ..• not under law, but under grace".

481 Galatians 3:25 that you and I are not, as believers, " ..• under the supervision of the law". And

482 all that is to say is that Jesus is my Lord, not the law. The law doesn't have that authority over

483 me. My Father is my Father. He has authority over me. He uses His law but there's a difference

484 between placing my hope in that law and placing my hope in Him.

485 Now here's two ways that you're probably going to see that in your life, how you're going

486 to feel that slavery and bondage because most of the time it's rather unconscious. I think the first

487 way is that the pressure will be felt at some point or another, conscious or unconscious. There'll

488 be this sense of unlimited obligation. That as you place your hope in the law you will know

489 instinctively that there's no way that you're going to actually be able to please it. You know the
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525 anything else becomes that, it becomes an idol, including (and like everything else), an idol is

526 something good. And the law is something good but it can become an idol as well. Galatians 4:

527 listen to this; just let it wash over you. "When the time had fully come, God sent His Son... "

528 -the gospel. "God sent His Son, born of a woman, born under law, to redeem those under

529 law, ... "- to redeem us and liberate us under law, "... that we might receive the full rights

530 of sons..• So you are no longer a slave, but a son." Galatians 4:4-6

f12.Memorize Galatians 3:1-2

"You foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you? Before

your very eyes Jesus Christ was clearly portrayed as

crucified. I would like to learn just one thing from you: Did

you receive the Spirit by observing the law, or by believing

what you heard?"
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